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Abstract:  
The paper studies evolution of military Knowledge Management from 
Command and Control perspective to support strategic planning and 
enterprise architecture of Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers and Information System of systems. 
 
Military Command and Control is studied in framework of Knowledge 
Creation through Evolution Theory and Path Creation to find road maps 
for Military Knowledge Management. Study finds some causalities and 
dependencies that have effect of Military Enterprise Architecture. 
 
The study finds several ways to support the cognitive level of 
Information Superiority with C4I systems. The strategy should first 
diagnose the three dimensions of Sense making, Decision making and 
Learning with support of defined road map before any solutions are 
introduced. There should also be room for development in C4I since 
inflexibility in military structures may end in strategic and operational 
surprise. 
 
This study is extending the three level Information Superiority Reference 
Model by Perry 2004. The cognitive layer is further defined with three 
dimensions: Sense Making, Decision Making and Learning. 
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